PROGRAMME

AviaDev Africa is the only dedicated air service
development event for Africa, taking place on the African
continent in 2019.
The event is focused on developing air connectivity to,
form and within the continent. We facilitate this process
via pre-arranged meetings, interactive workshops, an
exhibition and networking events.

PRE ARRANGED MEETINGS

INDUSTRY ATTENDEES FROM

COUNTRIES IN JUST

OF UNMATCHED NETWORKING

IATA have identified
that the top 10 fastest
growing aviation
economies over the
next 20 years will all be
in Africa and AviaDev
aims to facilitate this
growth through its
world class conference
programme, meeting
system and unrivalled
networking
opportunities.

Airports/ CAAs
Airport/CAA delegates can choose to attend as a delegate with or without meetings or become an exhibitor and
benefit from a designated meeting stand to promote the airport and destination. Attending AviaDev
will enable meetings with multiple airlines to forge new relationships and grow capacity through new and existing
routes. To meet with partner airports and discuss the performance of current and potential routes.

Airlines
Qualifying airlines attend AviaDev for free. Attend to take high-level route development meetings with new or
current partner airports and airlines, with a view to developing your network. Actively debate and gather
educational insight via the workshops and conference programme.

Suppliers
Relevant industry suppliers can choose to attend as a sponsor, which provides an allocation of 8 pre-arranged
meetings. Alternatively, they are welcome to attend as delegates, receiving full access to all conference elements.
Attend and meet with potential partners and showcase your products/services to the African aviation community.

Tourism Authorities
Tourism authorities are encouraged to attend and support their airports in their drive to attract new air services.
By taking a destination meeting space at the event, they can ensure all meetings are taken within their own
surroundings
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08:00
09:00

Breakfast networking
WORKSHOP: Introduction to air service development
More air service means greater economic benefits for airports, regions and nations. As the aviation industry has changed towards a mostly commerciallymotivated model, it is more important than ever for airports and destinations to effectively sell themselves as profitable opportunities to airlines – or get
overlooked, and not realise their potential. This workshop is designed to deliver hands-on knowledge to enable participants to raise their air service
development game with airlines as well as their own stakeholders.
CREATING A ROUTE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Defining a goal and how to reach it is crucial for any process to bring outstanding results. The route development process is no exception. Airports and
tourism authorities must have a clear vision of their target destinations, the airlines they want to approach and how to convince them to commit a multimillion Dollar asset to their market.
UNDERSTANDING AIRLINE STRATEGIES
There are several factors that need to be taken into consideration when choosing the best-fit airline for a destination. Does it have the right equipment?
Does it have enough aircraft in its fleet? Does the destination fit into airline’s strategy?

DEFINING A CATCHMENT AREA
It is never as simple as drawing a circle around the airport. A catchment area can be described by much more than just the number of people living within
a certain distance of the airport. The right economic, demographic and geographic indicators significantly contribute to creation of the full and clear
picture of a catchment area.
11:00

COFFEE BREAK

INCENTIVE SCHEMES AND OTHER FORMS OF ROUTE SUPPORT
Competition between airports fighting for available aircraft assets has never been as tough as today. Therefore, supporting the route business case with
incentive schemes and other forms of support is a crucial tool for motivating the airlines.
HOW DATA SCIENTISTS CAN HELP YOU TO BUILD THE PERFECT ROUTE BUSINESS CASE
We live in a world full of data. It is crucial to get the right data for your business case and – most importantly – to interpret this data in the correct way.
Experienced data crunchers from MIDAS AVIATION will share how.
THE ROLE OF TOURISM AUTHORITIES AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
All across the globe, the most successful destinations in terms of air accessibility are those that understand the value of stakeholders. Bringing all
relevant partners around one table and fighting together for new routes is the way forward.
WHAT AIRLINES EXPECT FROM THE AIRPORTS
Hear from the expert: SABINE REIM from INTERVISTAS CONSULTING explains what airlines want to see in business cases, and how airport and
destination professionals can add value to an airline’s decision-making. Sabine has first-hand experience as a network planning professional with a global
airline, including managing development of African routes.
BEST PRACTICE FOR ROUTE CASE DEVELOPMENT
A hands-on component where delegates can apply the lessons learned and participate in a practical example of a real route
business case that led to a successful new air service.
14:00

PRESENTATION OF CERTIFICATES AND LUNCH

08:00

Breakfast networking

09:00

Welcome Remarks
Jon Howell, Managing Director, AviaDev

09:10

Official Opening
Tim Harris, CEO, Wesgro

09:30

Industry Leaders Panel – The practicalities of open skies
Are we any closer to a single African sky? Is consolidation and co-operation the way forward? What more can the industry do to move the needle?
Moderated by:
Girma Wake, Former CEO, Ethiopian Airlines and Former Chairman, RwandAir
In conversation with:
Gaoussou Konate, Consulting Director, Technical and Operations, AFRAA (African Airlines Association)
Tefera Mekonnen, Secretary General, African Civil Aviation Commission (AFCAC)
Raphael Kuuchi, Special Envoy on Aero-political Affairs, IATA
Chris Zweigenthal, Chief Executive, Airlines Association of Southern Africa

10:30

One-to-one airline CEO interview

11:00

Coffee Break

11:15

Focus on Tourism – What is the quantifiable benefit of a new air service and specifically who benefits?
How can those that benefit contribute more effectively to the process?
Presentation by:
Martin Jansen van Vuuren, Co-Founder, I and M Futureneer Advisors Pty Ltd
Followed by a conversation with:
Mike Collini, Vice President Development, Sub-Saharan Africa, Hilton
Carlos von Hafe, Director, International Relations and Comemrcial Agreements, TAAG

12:00

What is the right aircraft for Africa?
Choosing the right fleet is arguably the most important element of a successful airline operation.
How does an airline choose it’s fleet and what are the relative merits of different aircraft?
Moderated by:
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Thome, Owner and Publisher, ATC News
In conversation with:
Mark Dunnachie, Head of Commercial EMEA & Russia, ATR
Raul Villaron, Vice-President Sales, Africa & Middle East, Embraer Commercial Aviation

13:00

Networking Lunch

14:00

One-to-one meetings

17:30

End of Meetings

18:00

Networking Reception

07:15

Morning charity run

08:00

Breakfast Networking

09:00

Welcome back
Jon Howell, Managing Director, AviaDev

09:15

Airline Commercial Session
Moderated by: Agness Chaila, Aviation Development Director, AviaDev
In conversation with:
Carlos von Hafe, Director, International Relations and Commercial Agreements, TAAG
Richard Kyereh, Head of Commercial, Africa World Airlines
Xavier Masule, General Manager, Commercial Services, Air Namibia (Pty) Limited
Nowel Ngala, Commercial Director, ASKY airline

09:45

Finance Den: Part 1 – Dispelling the myths of aircraft leasing in Africa
What is a lessor looking for and what turns them off? What experiences frustrate start-up airlines?
Dikko Nwachukwu, Founder and CEO, jetWest
Volker Münster, Vice President, Marketing, Nordic Aviation Capital
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10:30

Finance Den: Part 2 – Financing airport infrastructure in Africa
Where is the money coming from? What are the relative merits of different funding sources? The role of government in financing.
Moderated by: Koen Brinkman, Director of Airport Strategy and Studies at NACO, Netherlands Airport Consultants
In conversation with:
Alexander Herring, Private Sector Liaison Officer, World Bank Group
Gwenvael Ronsin-Hardy, Senior Project Manager, Airport Operation, EGIS Airport Operation (operators of ABJ, LBV, BZV)

11:15

Coffee Break

11:15

Technology’s role in driving aviation profitability
Marco van Leperen, Head of Airline Partnerships, Kiwi.com
Noel Connolly, SVP, Head of Global Sales, Airline and Hospitality at CellPoint Mobile

11:30

AviaDev Future Leaders Panel
In this panel, our selected students present their solutions for a more connected Africa and a profitable industry.
Introduced by: Refilwe Ledwaba, Founder and Executive Director, Women & Aviation

12:30

One-to-One interview and presentation of the Ato Girma Wake Lifetime Achievement Award
Girma Wake, Former CEO, Ethiopian Airlines and Former Chairman, RwandAir
In conversation with:
Chris Zweigenthal, Chief Executive, Airlines Association of Southern Africa

12:55

Closing Remarks
Jon Howell, Managing Director, AviaDev

13:00

Networking Lunch

14:00

One-to-one meetings

17:30

Close of AviaDev

1

Meeting system - opens approximately 8
weeks prior to the event
You can access the meeting system directly
from our website (once it is live).
You will receive your unique username and
password from the AviaDev team.

3
Receive your draft diary - approximately a week prior
to the event

2

Request your one-to-one
meetings: meeting system
closes 10 days prior to event
Meetings are allocated on
a first come, first served
basis. You will be able to
request and prioritise your
meetings and update this at
any time up until the system
closes.

Your draft diary will be emailed to you directly, this
will highlight the draft meetings that have been
secured for you at this time.

4

Receive your FINAL printed diary - Upon
Registration
You will receive a printed copy of
your final diary upon registration at the
event venue

Host Sponsor

Headline Sponsor

SPONSORSHIP
By fully understanding your company needs, we are able to
assemble proposals to meet these objectives from our range of
sponsorship and networking opportunities available across
AviaDev’s promotions, at-event opportunities and post-event
marketing.

WHY SPONSOR?
• Receive a meeting allocation
• Position your product alongside Africa's most progressive
aviation event.
• Benefit from enhanced media coverage and social media
promotion
• Meet the contacts you need to develop business in the region

CONTACT US TODAY
Jon Howell
Managing Director
AviaDev
Jon.howell@benchevents.com
www.aviationdevelop.com

AviaDev IS SOCIAL
aviadev
AviaDev Africa

Sponsors

